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ANTHONY WAHL

Crew member Rick Johnson tosses the few buﬀalo ﬁsh Monsoor
Fishing caught into the boat while commercial carp ﬁshing along the
Rock River below the Centerway Dam in downtown Janesville on
Monday, July 18. Monsoor Fishing is under a ﬁve year DNR contract
to remove and ship out common carp from the Rock River above the
Monterey Dam on Janesville's upper west end.

Commercial ﬁshers clean rough
http://www.gazettextra.com/20160720/commercial_fishers_clean_rough_fish_from_the_rock_river
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NEIL JOHNSON
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JANESVILLE—Just
downstream of the
Milwaukee Street bridge in
downtown Janesville,

ANTHONY WAHL

Rick Johnson tosses one of the few buﬀalo
ﬁsh the commercial ﬁshing operation
Monsoor Fishing caught Monday afternoon
into their holding pen.
7 of 7
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commercial fisherman
Mike “Bomber” Baum
hauled out a 7-iron golf
club.
He swung it down like a
hatchet, whacking the
club's face on the sides of
his 20-foot aluminum
flatboat.

“I don't see no fish,” Baum said.
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Beneath a ball cap, his gray hair spilled halfway to his shoulders,
damp with sweat. The boat's driver, Rick Johnson shrugged, lit a
cigarette and swung the boat in a semicircle in the Rock River as
Baum continued to hammer the boat's side with the golf club. The
noise echoed off the stone river walls.
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In another boat on the other side of the river, two of Baum's fishing
crew mates took turns assaulting the river's top with a long, metal
rod tipped with a metal plunger.

GM buyer will inherit environment issues

The crews were trying to raise a ruckus of vibrations and water
disturbance. Their goal: to spook thousands of rough fish—
specifically, common carp and buffalo—downstream and trap them
in a net stretched partway across the river.
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Just upstream of the Racine Street bridge, the crew members had
used two boats, one outfitted with a winch, to pull a seine net
http://www.gazettextra.com/20160720/commercial_fishers_clean_rough_fish_from_the_rock_river
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partway across the river. The Stoddard commercial fishing crew's

continue momentum; NASCAR heads east

operator, Jedd Monsoor, gunned the winch boat to pull slack from
the net and tug its end upstream.
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He was battling to keep the buoyed net from sinking in the river's
main current and snagging submerged branches and other trash
along the bottom. His goal was to create a sort of floating purse
that would catch fish as they fled from the noisy boats upstream.
Monsoor, whose family owns Monsoor Fishing, and his crews have
been plying Wisconsin's lower stretches of the Rock River all week.
The crew works under a contract with the state Department of
Natural Resources to remove carp and buffalo.
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It's the first year of a five-year contract the Stoddard fishing outfit
holds with the DNR. The contract allows Monsoor sole rights to net
fish from portions of the Rock River from Beaver Dam south to the
state line.
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Monsoor's job is to remove carp and buffalo—two types of large,
bottom-feeding fish the DNR doesn't want in large numbers in
state waterways. Their presence in large numbers can impact water
and habitat quality, which can in turn hurt other native fish
species, including sport fish.
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Monsoor and a few other commercial fishing groups hold similar
contracts throughout Wisconsin and in other states, and he says he
and his crews pull out more than a million carp and buffalo a year
throughout the state.
But for Monsoor's fishing company, the benefit is not in population
control. It's in pounds of fish.
Buffalo and carp aren't known a classic Midwest table fare, but the
fish have solid standing as Asian and kosher Jewish cuisine. In fish
markets on the East Coast, including New York, the fresh buffalo
and carp caught by Rock River commercial fishers is marked as
“Rock River Salmon.”
“It's the yellowest-looking salmon you ever saw,” Monsoor said.
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Monsoor sells his catch by the pound. Buffalo nets between 50
cents and $1 per pound, and carp bring in 10 to 20 cents a pound,
Monsoor said. At market rates, a semitrailer tank truck full of the
two varieties can net between $5,000 and $20,000.
If the guesswork is right, the fishers' haul on the Rock River can be
tremendous. In the fall, when carp and buffalo are on the move in
Lake Koshkonong, Monsoor said the fishers' can haul in 100,000
pounds of fish or more in a single net run.
Those large catches help to clear Monsoor's annual costs, the
biggest of which is the $157,000 fee he pays the DNR to hold the
Rock River contract.
In the heart of the summer, an observer might wonder how the
fishing crews hope to spin a profit above such overhead. When the
water is turbid and thick with algae, fish including carp and buffalo
tend to school in deep pools and hold there. They can be much
harder to catch.
For summertime seine-net fishers, hours of guesswork and
grueling labor hauling thousands of feet of net in and out of the
water, might only net 3,000 to 5,000 pound of fish on a single
haul. It takes 20,000 pounds to fill a truck.
If the fish have to stay penned up too long in turbid water along the
shore, they can starve for oxygen and die.
It's a gamble Monsoor's family and crews know well. Monsoor's
crews have worked parts of the Rock River off and on for more
than 20 years.
“The contract fishing has hit those quotas the DNR wants—a
million pounds a year out of the river. The state's been real happy
with that. We've noticed the impact, too. I believe there are fewer
carp and buffalo in the Rock River than ever since my family's been
doing this. In the summer, when it's hot and slower fishing, 10,000
pounds of fish in a single run is a pretty good job on this part of
river,” he said.
The temperature in the afternoon was 88 degrees, but with the sun
http://www.gazettextra.com/20160720/commercial_fishers_clean_rough_fish_from_the_rock_river
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glaring off the water in the slack air between the high river walls
downtown, it felt more like 100 degrees, but after two and a half
hours, the crews' afternoon run was coming to a close.
The men slogged around the river in waders, tugging the net closed
by hand, their hair and shirts dampened more from exertion and
sweat than river water.
As the crews pursed the net into an ever-tightening circle, it
became clear that the afternoon run had not been a success.
In spots, the current had pulled the net low and snagged it on
submerged branches and other river trash on the bottom. Monsoor
said that sometimes a net fishing crew's initial run on one spot in a
river can go that way. The fish streak over a snagged spot pulled
low in the water and escape capture in a flashing cavalcade of
brown and gold.
Though they were hoping for 8,000 to 13,000 pounds of fish, the
had snagged just 10 fish—all of them buffalo weighing between 5
and 15 pounds. The haul would fetch somewhere between $75 and
$150 on the market.
A local man who sat atop the river wall, his legs dangling over the
side, had been waiting to survey the fishers' catch. He hollered his
assessment at the men.
“That don't look very good, you guys,” the man said.
Monsoor didn't even glance over his shoulder.
“You're right. It ain't very good,” Monsoor said.
If the fishing crews felt deflated, they didn't show it. They just lit
cigarettes and hauled the rest of the wet, slack net into one of the
boats.
As the men packed up the boats for the day, Johnson tossed the
oily-looking, golden-brown buffalo into one of the flat boats. Then,
he pulled himself into the boat, fired up the motor up and laid
open the throttle.
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He steered away from downtown and headed back downstream to
dump the afternoon's meager catch in a netted fish pen the fishers
had staked off in the shallows in the Monterey Park lagoon earlier
in the day. The pen was from a morning net run that had hauled in
about 5,000 pounds of carp and buffalo.
As the boat cut through the air, the sweat dried on Johnson's
forehead. He looked down at the few fish, which pitched and
flopped around the hull by his feet, and chalked it all up.
“It's fishing. Fishing with a net is like any fishing. It don't matter,”
Johnson said. “Sometimes you win, and you catch fish. Other
times, well…”
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banned, also.
Don't threaten to hurt or kill anyone.
Be nice. No racism, sexism or any other sort of -ism that degrades another
person.
Harassing comments. If you are the subject of a harassing comment or
personal attack by another user, do not respond in-kind. Click the "Report
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Help us get it right. If you spot a factual error or misspelling, email
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Remember, this is our site. We set the rules, and we reserve the right to
remove any comments that we deem inappropriate.
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Prior to 1971, there were 2 passenger trains running from Madison to Chicago
on The Milwaukee Road each day (and two running the reverse route.) It was not
unusual to see a New York Central baggage car carried on these trains. The NYC
baggage car was equipped with live ﬁsh tanks and its purpose was to carry buﬀalo
ﬁsh and carp from the area to the New York City Jewish community. The only
diﬀerence is now it is transported to New York by semi.
By SouthSider at 3:17 pm Wednesday, July 20, 2016 | Report Abuse
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